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Our Company

Our Company

Why stm-aplicada?

We will solve problems, not create new ones

We are here to provide solutions and join efforts; we
do not add complications or take away any answers. A
proactive and positive attitude is essential in any project
as many things happen during its development. An ability
to react and act accordingly on time is basic.

Non-conformism as opposing to standardization

We know that success derives from a specific and adapted response. We do not offer fast standard solutions.
We present customized projects to fulfil our clients’ needs
and the environment requirements.

Courage to show commitment

We have integrity and honesty; excuses and half truths
are not part of our vocabulary. We are committed to keep
to our agreements and thus, we do not agree to what we
cannot fulfil.

Methods
We have an extensive experience in systems and a global

When we develop a task, we start with discussions in

vision to implement the project. Thus, we can reduce

order to understand our clients’ needs and wishes. We

deadlines, costs and risks significantly for all those invol-

progress and adapt to find different creative solutions

ved in the project. Our multidisciplinary team can provide

depending on the environments where we work. Meeting

an overall response, starting with assessment, concep-

our clients’ expectations and challenges on our way to

tion of the idea set in its design, implementation and

improve and achieve the most efficient solution for the

then, management, maintenance and result assessment

set objectives.

during the assets’ life cycle.

Engineering applied
to the environment

We are stm-aplicada, the engineering and industrial control company
that provides customized solutions for specific environments and thus,
we understand that each case is different and requires an adapted
project to meet specific needs.

Analysis

Design

Development

Implementation

Management

Maintenance

Our company has high growth expectations and consider each project as a new challenge to be taken using knowledge, experience
and flexibility.
We are aware of our company’s impact on the environment and thus,
we aim to create a better, more efficient and sustainable future.
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Certifications

Partner of Schneider Electric
Official Partner of Schneider Electric Building Automation for comprehensive control systems, part of the
world-wide network Eco-Expert for automated efficient
energy solutions. Official Certification of SmartStruxure®Advanced System Solutions for overall management
of facilities.
www.schneider-electric.es

Wonderware Iberia
stm-aplicada is a certified company of Wonderware
integral systems. Wonderware solutions allow for all
types of systems in a simple way ,an only open standard platform.
www.wonderware.es

AESA
Drone Operator company registered at the State Security
Agency (AESA) for land prospecting performance, photogrammetry, thermography, photography and professional
video. We are authorized to perform in security conditions.
www.seguridadaerea.gob.es

Certificado ISO 9001:2015 y 14001
We meet the requirements of UNE-EN-ISO-9001:2005
and UNE-EN-ISO 14001:2015 certified by Bureau Veritas that guarantees quality in our services, processes
and interactions, following our commitment to keep and
protect the environment.
These certificates are at the disposition of anyone who
may be interested.
www.bureauveritas.es
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Sectors

Ports are an important element that
increase economic capacity and thus,
create significant movement of goods,
people and other transactions. As a
consequence, they require important
infrastructure and system deployment.

stm-aplicada knows about port management and the
systems required and thus, provides solutions for specific needs.
The team at stm-aplicada are highly qualified technicians in
air quality, industrial control systems, energy efficiency, advanced telecommunications, information technology networks and
other areas. Thus, they can provide overall technological solutions to improve a complex but yet, essential infrastructure.
Work methodology is based on solutions to suit specific needs;
derived from our overall knowledge of these needs, the use
of current updated tools and consolidated work methods.
Elements needed to solve the work required in a simple way
where technology plays the leading role.

Port
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Tunnels improve people communication
with low environmental impact and better
transportation that improves life quality
of users.

stm-aplicada participates proactively, providing design,
execution and maintenance solutions.
A multidisciplinary team with an extensive experience in this sector can work on the different phases of mechanical, electrical and
control installations that a tunnel requires. Thus, stm-aplicada
participates, starting from its design, set in motion and maintenance. This involves project design, execution management,
testing and certification.
The design, calculations, detailed engineering, execution management, planning, cost control, writing manuals of exploitation and other specific documents have been developed by a
technical team and thus, we have completed projects successfully. stm-aplicada also participates in maintenance and
exploitation tasks, using the best solutions for each phase of
the tunnel’s life cycle.

Tunnel
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Infrastructure such as dams, water
treatment plants, desalination plants
and pumping stations are basic to
manage water correctly, a precious
commodity.

stm-aplicada is committed to its environmental awareness, develops and implements solutions to manage
these Sector effectively and efficiently and thus, provides industrial solutions that maximizes their use.
Our projects include an overall design of mechanical, electrical,
regulating and control elements as part of our comprehensive
and optimized solutions to improve performance. Our team at
stm-aplicada has the required experience in all these fields to
develop the tasks, starting with design, execution and set all the
different industrial parts of these projects in motion; fulfilling the
required quality control and the expected successful results.
SCADA systems are designed, programmed and implemented
as well as optimized CCM with all the required integrated programmed control elements needed to interact with the power
elements. In addition, the subsystems and the independent
control systems equipment are also integrated as to provide an
overall solution.

Water
Management
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Railway transportation is highly
beneficial for society and the economy
and it has significant importance
in goods transportation, low-cost
operation, flexibility and above all, low
pollution levels.

stm-aplicada participates actively in railway projects
as we implement remote controlled energy systems in
substations and distributed control.
At stm-aplicada, we design a distributed system based on PLCs
(Programmable Logic Controller), SCADA system for monitoring
and data acquisition, communication network and other elements involved in a overall coordination of power elements in
CA, CC bays, transformers and switches for trains, trams, trolley
buses and underground.
stm-aplicada has participated in designing, building and setting
RTS Containerised Unit ®or Railway Traction Substation in
motion in maritime containers. This provides overall integrated
transportable solutions, the concept “plug and play” used in
railway substations systems.

Railway
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Airports improve communications
and create employment, economic
activities and re-establishes the value
of the surrounding areas.

The high number of facilities, the variety of existing
specific systems operating in them required specialized
companies like stm-aplicada to establish operability.
Our workers’ experience in airports enable us to design plans
adapted to the limitations and work methods in the sector and
we guarantee the coordination of tasks for the required work
and deadlines. At stm-aplicada discipline and professionalism
are key elements to develop our solutions in this sector.
Development and increase of control systems, SCADA systems,
project design, technical assistance and other related technical
tasks are included in stm-aplicada portfolio in this sector. Our
certification as a company integrated in Wonderware® guarantees our capacity to install control systems.

Airport
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More and more, buildings add
technology for efficient, effective and
versatile management and thus, it
improves quality of life and facilitates
exploitation and management tasks.
Also, it maximises the use of resources
available so that the infrastructure is
more sustainable.

Unique
Buildings
Pag. 22

At stm-aplicada, we design, program and implement
solutions based on BMS (Building Management System) with mechanical and electrical engineering to present overall functional projects that take into account
all the participating aspects and provide fully operational and efficient results.
Many facilities support stm-aplicada experience in this sector.
We have carried out projects and management systems for production plants; concerning pumping, lighting, technical alarms,
energy efficiency, water and air quality and sensor installation.
We have produced trend and log records and have provided
customised solutions once we have studied specific needs of
each client.
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Our services

Design
A good design permits establishing criteria, detect
obstacles and assesses objectives in order to
achieve the expected results.
Probably, this is one of the most important phases in

that improve and optimise projects. Contributions from

engineering. At stm-aplicada we know how to invest the

different areas of engineering are also a key element in a

appropriate time to each design so that we can organi-

good design. Thus, we can have better coordinated, more

ze the project and this will show in its final quality.

functional projects with the highest technical and techno-

A study of needs together with the adequate experien-

logical quality.

ce of the designing team, obtains optimised designs

Technical assistance and Project Management
Having expert personnel that assists technically in
each of the development phases of the project is
essential to comply requirements in due course.

Analysis and Consultancy
The main objective of this service, is obtaining
full correction of projects and finding valid and
optimised options to suit real needs.

The use of techniques based on Project Management

Thorough detailed study of the project is carried out

Plan permits full tracking during the project life cycle

where objectives are set, planning is coordinated,

and thus, guarantee the expected results.

resources are established, risks are detected and costs

Technical Personnel at stm-aplicada aligns with the
project after thorough study. It participates proactively
and focuses on the clients’ needs. Thus, they become

are controlled as part of the inner tasks of the service.
A closed supervision guarantees the project success and
maintains control in all its phases.

a technical and expert member that provides adequate
Having an expert team that is knowledgeable and trained

A multidisciplinary team and a previous study of needs

in cutting edge technology, application and systems regu-

leads to selecting and validating solutions with the appro-

lations allows us to go forward and participate in impor-

priate simplicity that facilities execution and guarantees

tant projects as we have the required technical integrity to

the expected results.

solutions in each situation, considering general objectives as their own.

ensure correct project development.
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Advanced automation, monitoring
and remote controlled systems.
Automatic and industrial control systems are part
of our modern world. They improve and facilitate
exploitation, maintenance and supervision
operations in complex or critical facilities making
them more secure.
Programming, validating and setting procedures in motion

System development based on PLCs, SCADA systems,

at stm-aplicada enable us to find advanced solutions

artificial vision, remote controlled energy or artificial

using control systems and thus, we cover processes from

intelligence detection are among others, implemented

implanting control systems to simple programming of sys-

and implanted by stm-aplicada. This service offers full

tems that require no operators or related maintenance.

coverage of all phases and thus, the company becomes a
technological part in important projects.

Maintenance and System Assistance
On certain projects in which stm-aplicada takes part
in implanting advanced technological services, we
also complete the service by offering maintenance
and assessment or testing of these systems.
At stm-aplicada we know that constant supervision and

behaviour in unlikely situations that can be a decisive

correct testing of equipment and systems involved in

factor, especially when they take place in critical facilities.

critical infrastructure are the basis of high availability of
the facility.

Correct maintenance increases system availability and
thus, can anticipate failure that if left unattended can

Using these checking, testing and failure control me-

lead to stopping the system and thus, means operability

thods we can validate systems and verify their beha-

and economic loss.

viour in different situations. Correct assessment and
following validation allows having information of system
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Successful
Projects

< Successful Projects

Tunnel
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Design and Technical Assistance
of Mechanical, Electrical and
Control Facilities when building
a tunnel under Gibraltar Airport.

Needs

This requires detailed design of Electrical, Mechanical and Control facilities to ensure safe functioning of the tunnel. Each of these have to be defined in an exact
and coordinated manner to be carried out and set in motion. The project management follows the British system Project Management Plan according to British
Standard Regulations.

Solution

We have created a detailed design project of electrical, mechanical and control
installations with Category 3 certificates for Stage 2 according to the BD-78-99
Regulations for DESIGN MANUAL FOR ROADS AND BRIDGES and all the British
Standard specific and involved regulations.
We have carried out all the specifications, detailed plans, maintenance and exploitation plans, test procedures and setting in motion, traffic plans and all the additional
documentation required for the execution and set in service of the tunnel. We have
also been a member of the TDSCG (Tunnel Design Safety Consultation Group) and
the EPG (Emergency Plan Group). We participated in the decisions taken and we
included the accepted conclusions in the tunnel design.
Design, hiring, supervision, system implantation assistance, set in motion and system validation have been carried out.

Benefits
Sector

Developing Company

It is a completely safe tunnel with state-of-art control systems, ventilation, energy,
drainage, etc. That permits high service availability and high security levels that ensures people and infrastructure protection.

Túnel

Government of Gibraltar
Needs

This project doubles the activity of Gibraltar Airport and consequently, increases activity in the Gibraltar area with the obvious economic benefits for the area.

Due to improving the airport operability and as this is a special case
where the entrance road crosses the runway, we projected a road tunnel
under it.
Most Important Data

Description
This tunnel permits free road transit without in-

and its use (it channels road entrance and exit

terrupting plane landing and taking off. We pro-

traffic from Spain).

jected it following British regulations BD78/99
for tunnels and bridges. It has excellent security
and redundancy levels in its design as it is considered a natural strategic tunnel (an almost
submarine tunnel because of its proximity to the
coast), its location (under the airport runway,
next to military and frontier facilities in Spain)

It has advanced security systems for surveillan-

(On the first 12 months)

10

360

100

20.000

Millions of Pounds
(Project Cost)

Metres (Length
of the Tunnel)

MW (Ventilation
for Fire power)

Vehicles per day
(Average Daily Intensity)

30

+50

2×1.000

Days with the
Autonomous Power
Generation System
in Operation

Cameras in surveillance
system

kVA (Energy system)

ce, communications, information and detection as well as double redundant systems for
electrical supply, ventilation, draining and other
required systems for its constant and reliable
functioning.

< Successful Projects

Water
Management
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Remodelling the Desalination
Plant in Marbella

Needs

The new filters had to be installed without affecting the normal performance of the
plant or producing complete stops in its operation. This required significant coordination and planning of these works.

Solution

Industrial Operation Planning Works such as CCMs modification, increasing the SCADA
system of the plant and installing new PLCs; all this coordinated in off-peak time periods in order to minimize influence on the plant.

Benefits

It increases water resources for water supply in high season and on the other hand,
it guarantees and ensures water supply on the Coast.

Technical data

It can produce over 15Hm³ desalinated water a year. Thus, it is a key infrastructure for potable water supply on the Western Costa del Sol.
Sea water is propelled from the catchment building located 2,5km away to the
Desalination Plant.

Medio

Promotor Final

Water Management

Junta de Andalucía / Acosol

Most important data
The desalination plant in Marbella produces 56,000 m³/day. We carried
out design works and adaptation of CCMs. We increased the SCADA
system and we set it in motion without stopping operation at the plant.

Description
This project included emergency works to im-

remineralization system and a permanent

prove the filtering system and the post-treat-

chlorination system in desalted water as well

ment process of the desalination plant. Basi-

as adapting CCMs and integrating them in the

cally, works consisted of installing 8 additional

control system of the treated signs.

sand filters, 4 more cartridge filters, a lime

56.000m3

124.445m3

Product water level in m³/day

Sea water level in m³/day

68.445m3

20Hm3

15Hm3

Rejected salts level daily

Predicted production
capacity a year

Real production capacity a year

400.000

8 Líneas

4.420m2

Equivalent population served

7,000 m³/day each. No. of
membrane elements

Total built surface in the
desalination plant.

Waste Water Treatment
Plant in Arjona

Sector

Developing Company

Water Management

Environment and Urban
Planning Office

Needs

A control system is required to monitor and manage all the operations involved in
primary water treatments in order to achieve the required levels and protect operators, plant equipment and the environment.

Solution

A decentralised control system based on PLCs and SCADA supervision system on the
Citec of Schneider Electric industrial platform means a solid, efficient and effective solution and thus, a fast response against possible events and it prevents the plant from
stopping and not operating.

Benefits

The main benefits of these solutions are amongst others:

Technical data

•

Constant and automatic supervision of the plant.

•

Energy efficiency in the water treatment process.

•

Control and registration of all the measured parameters.

•

Actions aimed to allow high availability of the infrastructure.

Two waste water sewer pipes, a 3.9 kilometre-long pipe in the North area and
another 2.9 kilometre-long pipe in the South part that passes near the waste-water
treatment plant. There, they will join into a sewer manhole connected to the Waste-Water Treatment Plant as one single connecting pipe.
The plant can take 130.75 litres as daily maximum water volume per second; it
will operate with an extended aeration system and thus, it will have two treatment lines working simultaneously; one for water treatment and another one for
sludge treatment.
In addition, it can treat 26.15 litres per second as average waste-water daily volume and thus, it ensures sewage disposal for current and future populations. In
2030 it is forecast to be around 12,000 people.

Designing, Programming and Setting a waste water treatment plant in
motion in the town of Arjona, developed by the Environment and Urban
Planning Office and managed by SOMAJASA.

Description
Most important data
The plant has been designed to treat an ave-

The process line consists of a traditional

rage water level up to 2,257 m3 daily in a set

treatment using extended aeration with two

year. The organic load has been design for the

process lines.

equivalent of up to 12,000 inhabitants in the
worst possible scenario.

Sludge treatment is carried out using mechani-

2.250m3

12.000h.e.

9.620.000

Incoming daily water level

Population Design

Investment in euros

cal dehydration in centrifuging tanks.

Waste Water Treatment
Station in Cañete La Real

Needs

A management and motoring system of the electrical-mechanic equipment is essential in any waste water treatment plant as well as energy control and management for its use.
Sensors, meters and water catchment elements need installing in order to record
physical parameters that define the type and behaviour of the plant.

Solution

An autonomous overall monitoring and industrial control system was implemented in
this waste water treatment plant, using PLCs and SCADA system for monitoring.
Algorithms were implemented to manage pre-treatment, primary, secondary and tertiary treatment processes in water management.
Besides, we developed a record of trends, energy control in order to optimize consumption and a prevention and correction maintenance plan for the use of the plant.
It was designed according to low environmental impact criteria.

Benefits
Sector

Developing Company

Water Management

Malaga Provincial Council

The most important benefits of implementing these solutions are, amongst others:
• Complying with environmental regulations.
• Constant automatic supervision of the plant.
• Energy efficiency in the water treatment process.
• Control and registration of the measured parameters.
• Actions aimed to allow high availability of the infrastructure.
• Re-using treated water.

Designing, Programming and setting a waste water treatment plant
in motion in Cañete La Real using rotating biological interrupters (bio
discs), operating on water and sludge levels of the plant.

Datos destacados

Description
The Waste Water Treatment Plant at Cañete la

such as pipe network, pumping equipment,

Real will be adjusted to treat water with rota-

electrical installation, instrumentation, control,

ting biological interrupters (bio discs),operating

the complex and buildings.

on water and sludge levels of the plant. In addi-

3.549h.e.

2.500h.e.

Incoming daily water level.

Population Design

tion, execution of works includes other elements
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Adaptation of the Waste Water
Treatment Plant in Jerez de la
Frontera

Needs

A management and motoring system of the electrical-mechanic equipment is essential in any waste water treatment plant as well as energy control and management for its use.
Sensors, meters and water catchment elements need installing in order to record
physical parameters that define the type and behaviour of the plant.

Solution

Specific works to design the Engine Control Centre, extending the PLCs by Siemens®
control system, extending the SCADA system with Wonderware® and creating a record, trends and alarm system.
Designing a decentralised module with infinite growth and adaptation capacity using
standard industrial protocols such as profibus DP and PA.

Benefits

These works will benefit towns with over 25,000 inhabitants where treated water
could be better reused; water parameters can be thoroughly controlled automatically
and energy management aims to achieve high performance with low consumption.
Water treatment quality allows reusing sludge in agriculture.

Sector

Developing Company

Water Management

Aquajerez

Most important data
Remodelling and extending the Waste Water Treatment Plant in Jerez.
We extended the water line, remodelled CCMs and reprogrammed the
SCADA control system using Wonderware and PLCs by Siemens® as
solutions.

Description
Works considered the installation of an advan-

Also, we updated the aeration and digestion

ced biological process to eliminate nitrogen

system and thus, replaced field instrumenta-

and phosphorus; design of different reaction

tion and related sensors.

274.946h.e.

864.000h.e.

Incoming water level

Population Design

525.000

70.000m3

Inhabitants equivalent

Average water level in cubic metres

chambers with all the necessary elements to
work as an anaerobic, anoxic and oxic reactor.
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Waste Water Treatment Plant
in Adamuz, Villafranca and Villa
del Río

Needs

A management and motoring system of the electrical-mechanical equipment is
essential in any waste water treatment plant as well as energy control and management for its use.
Sensors, meters and water catchment elements need installing in order to record
physical parameters that define the type and behaviour of the plant.

Solution

For all the waste water treatment plants and related pumping, we carried out the design, implantation, programming and setting of management systems based on PLCs
by Siemens® in motion, and SCADA WinCC by Siemens® for monitoring and recording
as well as the installation of sensors and measuring equipment in order to manage these treatment plants correctly.
We designed a safe remote control and radio link system to communicate with the
related pumping stations of the Waste Water Treatment Plants as well as an overall
integrated SCADA for supervision.

Benefits
Sector

Developing Company

Water Management

Córdona Provincial
Council/EMPROACSA

At the Waste Water Treatment Plant in Adamuz, Villafranca and
Villa del Río we took part in designing a remote controlled system,
distribution control and SCADA monitoring up to the implantation and
set in motion.

Description
For Adamuz we built two systems for waste co-

Works in Villa del Río consisted of building a

llection and two waste water treatment plants

3,980 metres long sewer pipe (400 and 250

with extended aeration system.

mm diameter) and a waste water treatment

Concerning Villafranca de Córdoba, works involved building a 3,500 metres long sewer
pipe (400 and 250 mm diameter) and a waste

plant. Likewise, using extended aeration technology. In this case, it provides service to 9,400

Reusing waste water for agriculture and irrigation is its main benefit as well as overall monitoring and supervision for effective and efficient management and prevention of any failures that might stop the operation in the facilities.

Most important data

17.000

70.000m3

Total Population

Average water level daily

5.796h.e.

11.652h.e.

6056h.e.

Incoming Water Level in
Villafranca

Incoming Water Level
in Villa del Río

Incoming Water Level in Adamuz

equivalent population.

water plant. The technology used to treat waste
water was extended aeration and provides this
service to the equivalent of 5,800 inhabitants.
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Remote controlled system for
traction substations and catenary
for the Metropolitan Train in
Cochabamba, Bolivia.

Needs

This new train will improve communications between the administration centre and
will improve interurban relations as well as increasing citizens’ life quality. Besides,
it will be an economic boost that will facility transportation between these centres
and mobility with low- pollution environmental impact.

Solution

Energy management of electrical substations that supply the energy of the tram. We
design, develop and implement the automated management system in 19 substations. Thus, we maintain an energy remote controlled system that supervises in real
time all the necessary parameters to ensure a correct electric supply for the train.
Overall control system based on PLCs (Programmable Logic Controller) and the
related control centre that centralizes the relevant data acquisition for the correct
functioning of the system.

Benefits

The site control saves resources.
System reliability increases as possible failures can be detected sooner which could
result in stopping the system if they remain unattended..
The system allows state and alarm records that facilitate preventive maintenance.

Sector

Developing Company

Railway

Public Works, Services and
Housing Ministry

Most Important Data
Mi Tren (My Train) is a tram system under construction, located in
the urban centre of Cochabamba, in the centre of Bolivia; it links the
administration centres in Sacaba, Cercado, Colcapirhua, Quillacollo,
Vinto and Sipe Sipe.

Description
The Metropolitan Train of Cochabamba runs

This tram system has three lines under cons-

along the urban metropolitan area of the City

truction and it is a pioneering infrastructure in

of Cochabamba in the centre of Bolivia, liking

the country. It is the first electric train in Bolivia

different administration centres and creating the

and it intends to be a reference in sustainable

main transportation artery between the munici-

transportation, a model to be extended throu-

palities of the region.

ghout the country.

19

42km

Double substations of railway tracking.

Full itinerary of the three lines managed.

55%

100.000

Operation Costs Savings

Daily number of passengers
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Supply and installation of
elements to access and control
facilities in Espeluy and Cortes de
la Frontera Station.

Needs

In order to minimize the need of operators in small stations, a system is needed
so that train stations can be remote controlled and can operate without operators.
Thus, we need to install an automatic closing system that can open and close the
station according to its needs, have access to information about condition of facilities and provide security and surveillance elements. All this must be accessible from
a remote place that controls all the stations on which the system operates.

Solution

Designing, Programming and Installing a Remote Controlled Management System of Facilities (STGI) in Espeluy Station as well as adapting facilities to suit the
needs already mentioned above.
A main controller that operates on the environment will be installed and necessary
data will be collected in order to interact with the station and assess its condition.
This controller is connected to ADIF corporate network so that it can be safely
accessed from any location of this network and used with a simple intuitive user
interface that does not require a work station. The system will control opening and
closing of the station with automatic doors, energy consumption, technical alarms
and video images in real time to ensure security.

Sector

Developing Company

Railway

Railway Infrastructure
Administrator (ADIF)

Benefits

Certain stations will remain used without the need of operators and thus, this will
minimize personnel costs in those stations with a limited number of users that will
be closed otherwise.
There will be more stations available and transportation from rural areas to the cities will improve.

ADIF has developed an action plan in certain small stations so that they
can operate without operators.

Description
Installation of automatic remote controlled

on the infrastructure so that it can be operated

doors, a supervision and management sys-

without operators and with remote controlled

tem of facilities as well as control and security

supervision.

equipment that provide necessary information
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Airport
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SCADA system for “Fuel Farm”
at Gibraltar Airport.

Needs

Building a new service station is essential and it requires the highest availability and
reliability when being used.
Due to the criticality of the plant built concerning the product we are dealing with,
this requires high availability and a system to monitor and control equipment at all
times is essential.

Solutions

We have designed and developed a system that allows airport authorities to manage and monitor the transportation of fuel on the site from its reception to its transfer
for refuelling.
We have designed a control and monitoring system in charge of supervising transfer
operations, loading and unloading of fuel for jets that protects people and the site. It
has an overall system that controls, supervises and records relevant data to prevent
and correct maintenance effectively as well as allow for intensive and reliable use of
the plant.

Benefits
Sector

Developing Company

Airport

Gibraltar
Airport/Government

It improves airport operation, minimising refuelling times with the required security levels.

Most important data
Due to the works carried out for the new road tunnel under the runway
of Gibraltar Airport, we designed a new service station to supply fuel to
planes that operate in this airport.

Description

It increases service capacity for airplanes.

*(En los primeros 12 meses)

660m3

30%

Tonne capacity for system management

Low operation costs

55%

This Fuel Farm consists of four tanks to store

The building of this tunnel will make this airport

jet-fuel with two loading and unloading areas for

more important in the area and it will double

petrol tankers fuel transportation and transfer.

the number of flights operating here.

Improvement of workers and equipment security

Pumping and fuel transportation
management

Advanced measuring of storing, transfer and oil levels.

Redundancy in control and
supervision systems

Detailed, log and event
management operation records.

< Successful Projects

Unique
Buildings
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Installation and setting
management system of the new
facilities in motion at Centro de
Comportamiento Animal UMA
(Animal Behaviour Centre at
Málaga University)

Needs

The building requires overall control of pressures, temperatures, lighting and production so as to maintain the best conditions to develop research projects. Control loops
in real time are needed to avoid fluctuation of the controlled parameters, detect and
alert of outlier measurements.

Solutions

An advanced supervision system is designed and installed with EcoStruxure Building Operation Platform that allows supervision and management of pressure in
clean rooms, overall climate control in the building, operational and heat lighting.
We assess energy parameters, establishing the appropriate control to maximise
operability with low energy costs.
Visual setting is based on SCADA solutions so that in a centralised or remote manner, information on the correct functioning and maintenance is available.

Benefits

High availability of the installation is possible as there is constant monitoring of the
critical facilities.
Maintenance costs reduction as updated information is available and anticipated
overall maintenance is possible.

Sector

Developing Company:

Unique Buildings
(Research Centre)

University of Málaga

Reduction and control of energy costs achieved with consumption supervision, setting of time-tables and other strategies that allow efficient energy costs.
Logs and metadata are available so that decisions can be taken during functioning
and for future installations.
Modular systems are implemented and they will increase according to the real
needs of the site.

The Animal Experimentation Centre has been built and equipped in the
framework of campus of international excellence Andalucía Tech.

Description
This centre in association with the Biotechnolo-

This Animal Behaviour Centre is designed to su-

gy Centre for a Healthy Society- one of the six

pport researches who a carry out lines of inves-

specialized areas of Andalucía Tech together with

tigation in this field. The facility includes the ne-

Aerospace, Communications and Mobility, Ener-

cessary scientific infrastructure to serve Malaga

gy and Environment, Transport and Tourism and

University researchers as well as public and pri-

Urban Development, is built according to accom-

vate bodies that require them. Thus, this centre

modation and experimentation areas that allows

is capable of developing and supporting research

the successful biomedical research carried out by

on locomotive activity abnormality, animal balan-

Andalucía Tech.

ce and coordination as well as studies on anxiety,
depression and animal learning capacity.
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Centralised management system
to supervise the facilities of the
new shopping centre Designer
Outlet Málaga (Plaza Mayor)

Needs

Due to the number of facilities, elements and subsystems that take part in
such a big construction, it is essential to install a supervision system that collects sector data and provide information on the subsystems current condition.
Many different parameters are taken into account in order to operate the site
successfully and collect information on energy consumption, lighting condition,
climate control system, etc. So that we can have enough information on the
condition of the facility to take decisions.

Solution

A state-of-art automation system is designed. It consists of an advanced BMS with
distributed controllers that collect information about the site so that we can operate
automatically on the controlled subsystems.
The facilities include lighting, climate control and ventilation systems, pressurization, lifts, electrical protection, electrical consumption management, electric vehicle
chargers, photovoltaic installation, pumping system, fume extraction system, escalators, etc.

Sector

Developing Company

Unique Buildings
(Shopping Centre)

McArthurGlen

Benefits

In addition, there is a control centre that serves as the main operation position
that interacts with the system using a web platform, remote coded connections
and secure authentication methods.
The control system collects data, creates trends and provides the necessary logs
to take decisions on the operation of the site. It sets time-tables and carries out
the appropriate adjustments to optimise the use of the facilities.
It tracks maintenance tasks so that it can anticipate problems derived from failures on the facilities that might lead to faulty operation.

This new outlet is built following the design of Plaza Mayor, imitating
streets and connecting two points: Plaza Mayor Leisure and the
commercial part.
Most important data

Description
Although it is managed by a different company,

Asics or Columbia, among others) and other

McArthurGlen, it is architecturally integrated

streets sell clothes for younger people with

in Plaza Mayor and it offers a complementary

brands like Levis, Pepe Jeans, Dockers or Calvin

variety regarding commercial premises and res-

Klein. There are also Spanish brands that were

taurant businesses.

not there before like Scalpers or Hawkers.

A big central square organises the space. This

This is a reference shopping centre in Málaga,

square has been reserved for luxury brands such

not only because of its size but also because of

as Escada, Boss or Polo. The other streets of

the technology used in its facilities and its inno-

this outlet are organized around it. These are

vative concept.

places designed for sport wear (Vans, Puma,

115

170

Millions of Euros investment

Premises

17.500

1.500

Square metres

Parking spaces added to the new area

Control system of the
Subtropical and Mediterranean
Fruit and Vegetable Institute La
Mayora (IHSM)

Needs

As a unique building and even more as a research centre, it needs a control system of
the site that manages the place in centralised mode regarding climate control, lighting, energy production, access control, etc.

Solution

A system has been developed and implemented to regulate and manage climate
control, lighting, security subsystems, access control and energy management.
A distributed BMS system has been installed and several controllers are set in key
points of the facility in order to collect field signs needed for the building’s management. Thus, this is an overall supervision tool that is user-friendly and easy to
understand. Maintenance personnel can anticipate failure and maintain operation
and high availability of the site.
A central position or remote connection has all the technical information with graphs and trends that facilitate exploitation operation of the building.

Benefits
Sector

Developing Company

Unique Buildings
(Research Centre)

University of Málaga

The installation of a BMS system allows the optimisation of human and energy resources, minimisation of failure and the production of useful log for the exploitation of
the site.

Most important data
The Subtropical and Mediterranean Fruit and Vegetable Institute is a mixed
research centre that belongs to the Spanish National Research Council (CSIC),
an institution within the Treasury Department, the Ministry of Industry and
Competitiveness and the University of Málaga (UMA).
Access control with
platform I/Net

Decentralised
controllers Automation
Server communicated
with Bacnet IP

CCTV supervision with
Pelco cameras

Integrated centralised
intrusion in centralised
SCADA

Description
The IHSM is part of the field (Agricultural Scien-

partments in the University of Málaga and to

ce) and it was set up to unite the efforts of the

boost and coordinate scientific research in the

groups of the previous Experimental Station “La

fields of intensive horticulture and subtropical

Mayora” within the Spanish National Research

fruit and vegetable more efficiently as it was de-

Council (EELM-CSIC) and groups of various de-

veloped in two different bodies.
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Centralised management of
“La Malagueta” Bullring

Needs

Important facilities require a supervision and control system that manages the resources available in an efficient way so that parameters are assessed comprehensively in
order to optimise and maintain facilities and service the best possible way.
Like this, a minimum number of maintenance staff will be able to deal with supervising and managing facilities related to climate control, lighting, technical alarms and
other subsystems.

Solution

We have developed a solution based on distributed controllers in charge of managing the facilities.
The lighting of the bull ring is managed with advanced KNX that operates in a decentralised way on the existing electrical panels. The use of DMX protocol for the
lighting of the bull ring allows the use of different stages where lights are regulated
specifically for each of the situations.
The climate control system, the parameters of the conference rooms and the infirmary area are integrated under the Bacnet protocols and Modbus under IP.

Sector

Developing Company

Unique Buildings
(Bull Ring)

Malaga Council

Benefits

A BMS system in the installation allows optimising human and energy resources, minimising failure and provides useful logs for the exploitation of the site.

4,400,000 euros has been invested so that the bull ring does not only
have a bull-fighting use but it is also a cultural centre. Demolition works
are being carried out and each of the facilities is being rebuilt.

Description
Apart from the works in the main building, an

The remodelling works include replacing the old

annex will be built in order to organize trade

electrical installation in the bull ring, adapting

fairs, conferences and other activities at the

the interior areas to a modern system to control

same time as the first area. The place has been

lighting. Also, an important part of this restruc-

reorganised so that new use can be given to La

turing is renovating and adapting the infirmary to

Malagueta Bull Ring, all year round not only du-

current legal regulations.

ring the bull fighting season.
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Maintenance of control system
of Polo Nacional de Contenidos
Digitales (National Centre of
Digital Contents)

Needs

Polo Nacional de Contenidos Digitales needs prevention/correction maintenance of
the overall control system for its correct functioning.

Solution

We provide a prevention/correction maintenance service of the buildings’ control
system and thus we program visits in order to anticipate events that might lead to
malfunctioning.
This service allows analysis of data collected from the control system, updating of
versions of the system software and stating if the functioning procedures have the
appropriate values. Then, we adjust them if necessary.

Benefits

Sector

Developing Company

Unique Buildings
(Work Centre)

Málaga City Council

The property who is responsible for the building’s exploitation has a professional
team to support, adapt and adjust the control system so that it ensures the correct
functioning of the building.

Polo Nacional de Contenidos Digitales is a reference hub that accelerates
ideas, projects and technological businesses providing a unique digital
space for undertaking, connect-working, creative innovation and training.

Description
It is guided towards start-ups and entrepreneurs.

areas, technological equipment, big multinational

It promotes technological initiatives, advanced

companies’ labs and avant-garde studios free of

learning and trans Sector projects. It is equipped

charge. Thus, it is a service spot for castings, au-

with state-of-art technology so that companies,

dio-visual production and post-production.

creators and professionals can benefit of working
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Technical Assistance for tasks
at the Infrastructure Area in
ProMálaga

Needs

An industrial engineer with wide experience in maintenance and a senior technician
who has experience in building projects take part in this project as well as all the necessary material resources to carry out the activity (laptops with the necessary software, mobile phones, email accounts….)

Solution

stm-aplicada collaborates in the comprehensive management of the Incubator Local Network, starting with the maintenance management of their own software, the
building control of the new facilities or improving the existing ones, maintenance,
updating building plans files, checking projects for new centres including their budget control, creating and maintaining registers and records of enrolment and cancellations of incubators, managing inventories of the facilities and furniture, managing
events and coordinating suppliers.
Overall management that includes design, implementation and supervision of
facilities regarding fire intrusion, emergency plans, occupational risk prevention,
environmental management, electricity and water supplies control, writing technical
projects for tenders of service and supply contracts, site and facility inspections to
check condition and proper adaptation.

Sector

Developing Company

Unique Buildings
(Business Centre)

Málaga City Council

Benefits

Solutions applied by stm-aplicada benefit new entrepreneurs, the business network
in Málaga and Research and Development in our city, thanks to the correct functioning of the Infrastructure Area in PROMALAGA.
We contribute by improving projects in new centres, adding them to the excellent
condition of the existing buildings, reducing maintenance operating times, controlling
maintenance and service suppliers more efficiently, controlling electricity and water
costs, budgets and invoicing as well as developing a faster response capacity to solve
emergencies.

ProMálaga is a company that belongs to the Málaga City Council that
works in business promotion, creating employment and seeking talent.

Most important data

(On the first twelve months)

Description
PROMALAGA promotes enterprising spirit,
innovation projects, business motivation and
technological investment in R+D (Research
Development). They have a start-up incubator
network that includes twelve centres for over
200 enterprises. This projects aims to assist

technically with the tasks of the Infrastructure
area in PROMALAGA.

698

12

Technical Assisted
Events (*)

Managed buildings
regarding maintenance
and cleanliness (*)

Control of water and
electricity supply costs.

73

Efficient overall
maintenance
management

Efficient control management of
maintenance budgets and invoicing of
the Local Incubator Network.

GMAO (Computer
Maintenance
Management System)
Software Control

Inspected areas (industrial units,
offices, commercial premises and coworker work stations) and managed
with suppliers to adapt them for new
incubators. (*)
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05
Our
team

Team
At stm-aplicada, we are a highly qualified multidiscipli-

essential to achieve anything we want. We are confident

nary team, committed to develop creative solutions that

in our work, because what we do, we do it well.

will improve our future and go one step further to meet
our clients’ needs and wishes. We work to be useful and
place our clients’ satisfaction as the core value of our
company.

Self-confidence defines us and undoubtedly, this is highly
valued by our clients. Experience and knowledge are
basic elements for our nature as we work to maintain the
highest level of efficiency and sustainability and thus,

Determination and courage are part of our nature. We

fulfil our commitment to meet deadlines. This is part of

enjoy challenges and we test ourselves in order to impro-

our excellency.

ve. We know that audacity, eagerness and solvency are

We know we create an impact
on people’s lives. We accept this
great responsibility and we are
aware of it on our daily life.
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06
RSC

Commitment
He have implemented and integrated different social and
environmental measures as we understand that this is the
way not only our objective.

At stm-aplicada, we focus our efforts to improve the

We are aware that our clients require a reliable commi-

world around us. Our business commitment takes one

tted company; our suppliers want to work with a pro-

step further; not only involves environmental, health,

fessional company and our team want to be part of a

mobility issues, etc.. applied to our engineering solutions

company that they are proud of, look after their well-be-

but we also aim to satisfy all parts involved: our team,

ing and provide them with a sense of belonging.

clients, suppliers and all the people in our community.
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stm-aplicada ingeniería aplicada al medio
Estación Marítima de Málaga
Entreplanta. Local E.08.2. 29001 Málaga
tel. (+34) 951 019 597
www.stm-aplicada.com
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